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As a point of departure for answering the questions you
have raised, in your letter to me of April 28, I should advise
you that under the University's patent policy any inventions
which have resulted from utilization of University facilities
at any of the State-operated institutions of State University
of New York by faculty members, employees, students or others,
belong to State University_ Since the .State University of New
York is supported by tax appropriations, it is in a different
position than a private university, for example, in the assign
ment of patent rights to others. The University's patent policy
does per.mit the acceptance of support for sponsored projects
from agencies of the United States u;:lOn terms and conditions
under applicable provisions of Federal law or regulations "Ihich
require a different disposition of' patent rights than indicated
above.

As to the specific answers to your questions:

1. The Foundation has, from time to time, had negotiations
with industrial sponsors who would not provide sponsored project
support unless they could receive outright the title to any inven
tions arising out of the program which they would support.
This has been true irrespective of whether or not the inventions
grew out of related government sponsored research. The point
I am making is that the State University patent policy does
not permit an outright grant of patent rights to an industrial
sponsor, except under very limited circumstances; the University
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will not grant exclusive rights in any patent and often a non
exclusive royalty-free license for the life of the patent is
not sufficient to generate interest in the industrial sponsor
to support a project. The reason is that under these circum
stances, it would not be commercially feasible for a corporation
to invest funds in further development and sale of the patented
item. I can recall only two such instances where significant
support was proposed which did not reach fruition because of
the 9wnership of patent rights by the University.

2. As a general rule, where the Foundation enters into
subcontracts with others for a portion of a project supported
by the Federal Government, there is no choice but to hand down
the patent clauses associated wi ththe Federal funding.· We
have had no difficulty in this regard.

3. I know of no instance where the Institutional Patent
Agreement "saved the day" in negotiating private funding for
a project.

4. Under the Institutional Patent Agreement, the Univer
sity/Foundation have the option, of course, of retaining title
to inventions and licensing them. This we do through a non
profiLt patent management corporation, the Research corporation,
of New York City. The problem.we have encountered with the
government title in inventions or deferred determination poli
cies are two: (a) in one instance where the government would
be U1e substantial user of the license of an invention, it was
impossible to interest others for the very reaSOn that it would
not be possible to market the invention sufficiently to recover
patent costs when the Federal Government has such a wide use
of L~e invention; and (b) the Government agencies are so slow
in reaching determinations under the deferred determination
pOlicies that it may be necessary to invest income to protect
the invention prior to the determination being mac1eas to whether
ownership will vest in the University. We had one instance .
where several thousand dollars were expended prior to learning
that the government would insist upon retaining title. We are
in the process of trying to recover these funds from the Govern
ment. There is the further difficulty that the University/Founda
tion cannot demonstrate a market capability existing in fields
where the deferred patent policy applies.

I am sorry that I cannot provide the dollar amounts you
have requested, but the volumes in the instances you mentioned
have been so slight I do not think any figures would be helpful
to you.
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